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We  are  Traffic!  -  The  Diverse  Meanings  of  the 
Critical  Mass  Cycling  Movement  to  its 
Participants in Brighton and London

When I see an adult on a bicycle, I do not despair for the future of the human race.

         -H.G. Wells

When I first went on Critical Mass I was blown away. All these crazy people on bikes, it was  

like "Hey man, the bicycle is going to save the world!" - I loved it. When there are loads of  

people, it can be very calm if you are in the middle of the bunch - no traffic near you, gliding  

along  or  lazily  turning  the  pedals,  listening  to  some  mellow  reggae  on  a  kick-ass  

soundsystem… Suddenly WHAM, it is complete chaos! Taxi drivers leaning on their horns,  

bikes not moving, where are we going now? Nobody knows, nobody is in charge. Someone  

starts a chant, bikes held overhead in the traditional CM salute.

Critical Mass cyclist, 41, London

Critical Mass is an urban bicycling event, which has since its outset in San Francisco 

in  1992  grown  into  an  international  movement  with  hundreds  of  local  rides  in 

different countries. The cyclists meet in a pre-arranged meeting place and swarm the 

city streets in a free procession, taking spontaneous routes without formal leaders or 

organisation. Traditionally the events take place on a monthly basis, but there are 

also less regular and one-off   rides.  Sometimes they are arranged to accompany 

political campaigns or special dates. From the summer of 2005, a tradition of a local, 

regular Critical Mass ride was resumed in my hometown, Brighton. As a cyclist, the 

idea inspired me, while the abundance of different accounts of the ride’s purpose 

and meaning found in articles, web sites and debates puzzled me; this did not seem 

to fit into a neat category of social actions and rituals. It seems somehow too slippery 

for definition, often appearing to deliberately avoid making definitive claims of its 

purpose. The language of its publicity is both serious and playful. While few widely 
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agreed upon definitions persist, a few phrases and slogans have acquired broader 

usage;  Critical Mass claims to be an ‘organised coincidence’1 (i.e.  with no central 

organisation or prearranged route) set out to ‘reclaim the city’ by a ‘celebration of the 

bicycle’  (see  e.g.  Carlsson,  2001).  It  declares  itself  as  integral  to  its  urban 

environment, not some alien element in it by exclaiming ‘We are not blocking the 

traffic, we are traffic!’ (ibid.). The famous American strategic think-tank RAND cites 

Critical Mass as a perfect example of a new type of loose network organisation –these 

kinds of movements, it is asserted, will play ever larger political roles in the future, 

able to mobilise people rapidly,  use ‘swarming’ tactics and effectively undermine 

established powers (Ronfeldt & Arquilla, 2001:336-337).

I  joined the Mass on my bicycle in Brighton and London and asked the Massers 

about the experience of being a cyclist alone and in a group, their immediate feelings 

about the ride as well as its place in the larger order of things. I was interested both 

in the uniqueness of the Mass and whether one could find analogous events and 

causal dynamics in society to account for its emergence. The purpose of this research 

is not to find and close the right ‘box’ for the movement, but rather to explore and 

understand  the  multiple  subjective  truths  and  the  dynamics  between  them.  My 

stance is rather anti-positivist in that it is not assumed that the ‘truth’ of the matter 

objectively lies out there, outside its human constituents, but that rather the ways of 

making sense of it are constitutive of the action,  and the actors involved constantly 

redefine  and  recreate  the  whole.  To  make  sense  of  the  chaos  of  reality,  people 

internally create more coherent narratives to account for their own motivations and 

the meanings of social events. This study explores some claims and wishes that are 

made of Critical Mass and are at times contradictory and in other instances different 

aspects of the same basic storyline. Research revealed no published social scientific 

studies on this specific movement, although I found a published collection of essays 

useful  (Carlsson,  2001).  This  study  can  contribute  toward  a  better  public 

understanding of it. My research questions are broadly as follows:

1 Interestingly, also the phrase ‘unorganised coincidence’ is used for virtually identical meaning.
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• What is the experience of the urban cyclist? How is this related to collective 

action in Critical Mass?

• What attracts people to Critical Mass?

• Should Critical Mass be considered to be a political act? How does it relate to 

the authorities?

Background & Literature

Ivan Illich has argued that despite the bicycle being the most energy-efficient and 

flexible  mode of  transport  ever to have been adopted by humans,  it  has become 

marginalised and been regarded as inferior to motorised transport:  ‘Those who must 

get around on their own power have been redefined as underdeveloped outsiders’ 

(Illich, 1974: no page number). Likewise, it is argued that in UK city planning, cycling 

together with other non-motorised modes of transport are not prioritised and the 

first  concern  in  infrastructure  planning is  the  general  smoothness,  efficiency  and 

speed of car traffic (Jones,  2001;  McClintock,  2001;  Pucher,  2001;  Harris,  Lewis & 

Adam, 2004). Cycling in the UK is on the rise again since the 1990s, after a decline in 

the preceding decades. Nevertheless, it has become more marginal in numeric terms 

due to a  strong simultaneous increase in  motorised traffic  (Ryley,  2001).  Surveys 

show that the most common reason to put people off cycling is the high perceived 

level  of  physical  danger  in  traffic  (Davis,  2001;  Pucher,  2001).  Whereas  the  lone 

cyclist is easily vulnerable, a general increase in cycling would make the traffic safer 

for everyone by creating a critical  mass of cyclists that  could not pass unnoticed 

anymore and would also force the cars to slow down (Yeates, 2002).

More  and safer  bicycling  would  therefore  involve  changes  in  infrastructure,  and 

provisions and attitudes, as well as a mobilisation of people to do it. How to raise 

issues  to  public  visibility,  mobilise  supporters  and  build  solidarity  between  the 

sympathisers  of  a  cause?  The potent  impact  of  numbers  on  the  streets  has  been 

recognised since the 19th Century and the birth of  the public  demonstration,  and 

through  time  it  has  become  ‘the  major  non-electoral  expression  of  civil  politics’ 
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(Tarrow, 1994:101). Through increased use of the method, the public demonstration 

has become a more normalised form of social action, employed by a wider variety of 

organisations  with  more  diffuse  goals  than  before.  It  has  become  part  of  the 

‘conventional repertoire of participation’, a generally more accepted, even routinised 

and  institutionalised  thing  to  do,  employed  by  the  conservative  as  well  as  the 

progressive elements in society (Meyer & Tarrow, 1997;  Tarrow, 1994).  However, 

new forms of public protest are being invented that still have the ability to surprise 

and  raise  spirits  in  fresh  ways;  since  a  change  towards  less  orderly  street 

demonstrations  started  from the  events  of  1968,  introducing  more  carnivalesque, 

disruptive forms of non-violent direct action that accompany a wide range of claims 

and ideologies (Tarrow, 1994). I will argue that this concept is particularly useful for 

understanding Critical Mass.

Much has also been said in political sociology about the paradigmatic changes in 

recent decades in the objectives of public protest and the social movements behind 

them. The so-called new social movements (NSMs) often assert  identity claims and 

seek acknowledgement and respect for them, such as do the women’s movement and 

the gay rights movement (Melucci, 1989, Gamson, 1992). Many of these movements 

employ  themselves  with  universalistic  moral  concerns  and  issues  related  to  the 

overall quality of life. The environmental movement has helped societies reassess the 

value of material growth. It is argued that at any given time people are likely to come 

to value and revalue things that are scarce or becoming threatened (Inglehart, 1990.); 

clean air and safe urban spaces are revalued when their existence become threatened. 

Another  aspect  of  NSMs  is  the  importance  of  organisational  principles  and 

prefigurative  politics.  Thereby  informal  and  intimate  social  relations,  democratic 

decision making and network-like non-hierarchical organisations become goals in 

themselves, rather than mere instrumental means to achieving changes at legislative 

level (Gamson, 1992; Nash, 2000; Melucci, 1989). Problems and perceived injustices 

are at the core of claims made by the movements, but they are not in themselves an 

adequate condition to attract  people to join.  The successful  movement appeals to 
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deeper psychological processes in the individual perception of the self and others. 

My  argument  is  that  an  analytical  framework  of  NSMs  is  highly  useful  for  an 

understanding of the emergence, dynamics and appeal of Critical Mass. 

Methods

With  a  desire  to  gain  close  access  to  the  participants’  subjective  accounts  and 

generate meaningful, in-depth data, this study was conducted on an open-ended, 

qualitative  basis.  25  people  were  interviewed  for  the  study,  18  via  email,  six  in 

personal  interviews  and  one  story  was  received  on  paper.  A  set  of  open-ended 

questions was used for the email sample, and the same questions were used in the 

face-to-face inquiries. 

I found that although overall, the two methods produced results that were not highly 

dissimilar in terms of tone and content, both had their own functional advantages 

and they complemented each other. The email method made possible easy access to 

many people who would have been difficult to find and contact otherwise, and it 

saved  time  from  the  labour  of  transcribing  interviews.  In  written  and  ‘faceless’ 

correspondence the flexible time lag between receiving the questions and answering 

can at its best produce thoughtful carefully reflected upon answers (Curasi,  2001; 

Harris,  2002),  while  live  interviews can produce  more spontaneous and personal 

material. 

Participants  were  found  through  snowball  sampling,  two  Critical  Mass  email 

discussion lists and by speaking to people and handing out flyers at the events. With 

regard to the representativeness of the sample, in the end I can only hope that there 

is  no  significant  demographic,  political,  gender  or  other  bias  as  relative  to  the 

movement as a whole. Consent has been voluntary and I believe I have done what I 

can to acquire a balanced sample. To account for the demographic structure of the 

sample, some quantitative data were gathered on the age and gender attributes of the 

informants,  as  well  as  for  whether  or  not  they  are  car  owners.  The  purpose  of 
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analysis  here  is  not  essentially  to  examine  who the  people  are,  nor  to  make 

comparative analysis between different categories of correspondents or particularly 

between the two localities. NVivo software was used in the coding and analysis of 

the  data.  Some categories  that  emerged from the  computer-assisted  analysis  and 

their relations are represented roughly in an associative mind map in the appendix.

All respondents were assured of the anonymity and confidentiality of the study, and 

their identities are hidden in the report. It is also recognised that there might be a 

slightly tense political atmosphere it that many are concerned about the present (and 

past) unpopularity of the movement in the eyes of authorities and see the possible 

desire of the police to stop it from happening. Certain tensions are caused by recent 

events, such as the increasingly heavier police presence accompanying the Brighton 

rides and the attempts by the authorities in both cities to get the ride to register 

beforehand as a ‘demonstration’, with threats of taking action if this is not observed 

(which it will  not be).  Some arrests have taken place before, and elsewhere there 

have  even  been  en  masse  arrests,  such  as  has  happened  in  New  York.  It  is 

understandable if people are cautious. However, it must be remembered that cycling 

and taking part in Critical Mass is  not a criminal act, and the way it is handled is 

interesting itself for understanding the structural position of the movement in society 

and the ways it is framed by various actors.

Results

The informants are aged from 20 to 55, with an average of 28.5 and a median of 25 

years. 8 people (32%) identify as car owners. 10 participants (40%) are female.  The 

names in the quotes are changed to preserve anonymity.

The Cyclist and the Conflict of the Everyday

Nearly all of the participants consider cycling as an integral part of their everyday 

world, and readily identify several practical and normative reasons for why this is 
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so. There are few contradictory accounts in this section; in fact many of the personal 

stories have a similar base storyline. Many identify the benefits of cycling to their 

physical health as fundamental, several also mention the everyday transport as their 

main mode of exercise. Cheap cost is another common motivation to cycle, and this is 

often compared favourably against the option of using public transport, but also car 

use. Many people mention the minimal environmental impacts of cycling as crucial. 

People describe cycling as a form of being (as if the bike is an extension of the body) 

that enables one to be relatively fast, playful, flexible and liberated, and they argue that 

it gives them a degree of independence and control in their movements. Importantly, 

cycling  is  described in  terms where  it  becomes  an  issue  of  choice;  accounts  of  it 

become almost defensive, as if it is considered a somewhat deviant, minority option 

that is always set against what is seen as the dominant majority mode of motorised 

travel.  Whether or not one has always cycled,  it  is still  a  choice that is constantly 

actively made and becomes an issue of identity, and a progressive one at that. In fact, 

while several people mention also being car owners, in these accounts one’s cyclist 

identity is usually stressed as the primary, or preferred one.

I love playing in the traffic. The feeling of being the small quick nimble mammal  

amongst the colossal slow moving cold blooded dinosaurs.

Samuel, 41, London, email

I do feel good about the fact that I'm not in a car, taking loads of space, and the car is 

made out of all this stuff and it's a machine and it's passing out all these emissions. 

That does make me feel really justified, well, yeah, righteous! [laughs] 

Bob, 21, Brighton, interview

Biking is the future! Ned, 22, Brighton, email

Cycling is not all games though, as in the same breath many negative experiences 

surface. Fears of physical damage and experiences of being marginal and invisible in 

the  traffic  order  are  common.  Many  complain  about  the  problem  of  constantly 
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having to breathe traffic exhaust. A majority of answers contain some accounts of 

problems faced by the cyclist, caused by the weather, hills, one’s own carelessness, 

but most prominently motorised transport, either by virtue of structural power or 

due to carelessness or ignorance:

I find it very terrifying, practically every day I imagine myself being hit by a car  

because  I've  had  pretty  close  rushes  with  them.  Buses  seem  to  pull  out  and  

completely  ignore  us.  And,  cars  pull  out  with  their  noses  out,  stuck  out  from  

junctions so you have to pull out to the middle of the road to go round them. 

Mary, 21, Brighton, interview

One needs to be very alert. My main concern is that both drivers and pedestrians  

don't  think you count.  Pedestrians just  step off  the  pavement  and look  straight  

through you. Alasdair, 55, Brighton, email

Cars, buses zooming past a foot away from me, it's a scary thing. And I always  

wonder how much people who are driving cars think, or how much of it is automatic. 

How much they care about other people on the road, who aren't also in big boxes of 

steel. ... I think you gotta be aware of risks.

Tom, 22, Brighton, interview

A general ‘car culture’ is identified:

The excessive number of cars on the road – particularly urban 4x4s, bad drivers and 

single-occupant  vehicles  –  has  recently  begun to  really annoy me.  The  general  

assumption in England seems to be that motorised traffic is the top  of  the  pecking  

order, with cyclists and pedestrians coming a distant second.

Guy, 31, Brighton, email

One person says that cycling is just too scary to be done on most days. Interestingly, 

several Brightonians mention the city as a relatively benign one for the cyclist (except 
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for  the  hills),  while  many  people  consider  London  as  having  generally  less 

favourable facilities and environment for cycling.

Critical Mass and Strength in Numbers

I was interested in both the ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors that make people want to join 

Critical Mass. The many accounts of experiences of collective strength, solidarity,  and 

communality give  hints  at  both  types  of  influences;  Critical  Mass  is  generally 

experienced as something out of the everyday, a feeling of not being marginal by being 

part of something bigger and stronger than oneself. On the other hand it is attractive 

in itself, in purely positive ways. It is described as a  party or  carnival and as social 

cycling at its best: the feeling of everyday risk is reduced in the crowd and cyclists 

can meet in a temporary safe,  social  space.  Many describe experiences of a  local 

community being built.

It feels a bit like a community gathering and I always talk lots when I’m cycling  

because you don't have to concentrate so hard on the road. So it's a bit like a party, 

and there's music, and sometimes fancy dress…

Mary, 21, Brighton, interview

On the last one I got talking to some guy I’d never met before but it was clear that 

there was affinity between us and naturally we found ourselves negotiating  and  

making decisions as a group. Our interactions felt inspired and alive and we looked 

out for each other, spontaneously. Nora, Brighton, letter

Critical Mass can also enforce one’s own identity as a cyclist as something positive by 

making a collective assertion of it.

When you're cycling, sometimes you feel, like especially in the winter when it's not 

so nice, you feel a bit ashamed that you're cycling. And there's all these people who 

have their cars and they're all nice and warm and you're freezing. You feel a bit, like,  
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you shouldn't be on a bike! But when you're on Critical Mass, even though, like last 

time it was actually freezing, it feels really nice, it's just like well, I want to be on a 

bike! And you can be proud of the fact that you're on a bike.

Bob, 21, Brighton, interview

I asked the  Massers  whether  they consider  this  collective  act  to  be  of  a  political 

nature, in whichever way that should be understood. Moreover, I was interested in 

whether they understand it as something akin to political protest or maybe as quite 

something else. Reactions here are mixed, although a large part expresses opinions to 

the effect that the act is in fact profoundly political, in a broad sense of the word. This 

is often attributed to the event as a positive, public assertion of a desirable way of 

doing things, or in fact at least doing something:

Of  course.  It  opens  a  "liberated  space"  for  a  lap  of  time.  It  gives  everyone,  

participants  and onlookers,  a  glimpse  of  how better  life  could be.  It  unveils  the  

hidden truth that cars are a plague in the city. That is the meaning of political for me.  

Much  more  a  source  of  change  than  endless  complaining,  demonstrating  or  

demanding our leaders to do something.  Revolution by the deed rather than empty 

rhetoric. Leo, 27, Brighton, email

Everything social is political, because everything social can be measured relative  to  

anything else: making some things seem far more unfamiliar or radical than others.  

The  things  which  are  least  different  from  'normality'  are  often  considered  non-

political by people even though in different circumstances (time, place) it might be 

considered extremely political.  Taking this perspective in mind,  Critical  Mass  is  

definitely political. I know others who say it's not political but I would disagree.

Alan, 25, Brighton, email

Interestingly,  several  respondents  explain  that  for  them,  much  of  the  motivation 

comes, at least in part from the willingness to commit a type of politicised act, but 

that some of the  others are there for purely recreational purposes; the diversity of 
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views is appreciated and generally seen as integral to the movement as an inclusive 

arena which does not pre-assume affiliations or ideas. It could even be argued that 

the idea of the recreational, non-political ‘type’ helps to justify the idea of the ride as 

an inclusive arena, which is considered positive:

I personally do, yes [consider it political] but I recognise that Critical Mass is a very 

broad church ... I also understand that there's people that are less overtly political  

there. And that isn't necessarily a disadvantage.

Neil, 34, Brighton, interview

It's not important to me that people consider what they do to be political; if they are 

enjoying the feeling of cycling and taking over the roads or making some kind of  

statement then it will be enjoyable to cycle with them.

Alan, 25, Brighton, email

Critical Mass is described by many as an act of taking over, reclaiming and owning the 

urban road space, simultaneously creating a temporary, new kind of social space. Once 

again, the experience is constantly mirrored against the reality of ‘car culture’, from 

whom such space is claimed from. Celebratory, even victorious accounts abound, as 

if revenge is directed at motorists by making them wait:

It’s  like  two  fingers  up  at  the  slow moving petrol  guzzling  world  … We have  

taken back the stolen space and said we're not just going to let you have it.

Francesca, 21, Brighton, email

On the other hand, some respondents consider the confrontational aspect to be quite 

antagonistic, and some argue that explicit expressions of hostility against motorists 

are counterproductive. 

At  times  it  can  be  uncomfortable,  scary  at  the  start  because  you  know you're  

about to cause a big upset to everyone's journey. It can be embarrassing when some 
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people on the ride sound off  and go too  far  in expressing their  ideologies to the  

fuming traffic. Timothy, 27, London, email

Many explain that they consider the event as raising positive awareness of cycling, 

traffic  safety,  cycling  provisions  as  well  as  environmental  issues.  Such  broad 

messages are generally considered to exist  at some level in action for the outside 

world to pick up on, but ideas as to how explicit, important or effectively received 

such messages are, how they could be or should be conveyed, are quite mixed and 

contested. In terms of visibility, generally Critical Mass has no big banners, some 

people hand out flyers to passers-by, some people attach messages to their bicycles. 

Usually  people  just  roam around,  making noise  and playing  music  from mobile 

soundsystems. Many state that they prefer not to call it a demonstration or protest in 

the  sense  that  such  terms  are  generally  understood;  I  would  argue  that  in  this 

comparison they refer to a certain, fairly specific reference frame which implies a 

more or less organised public display with common, explicit objectives directed at 

the outside world, possibly the media, politicians and other relevant parties. Many 

say that  they consider this kind of frame as inadequate for the understanding of 

Critical Mass. Also, some consider mediated public exposure desirable, and want to 

direct the public’s attention to the event through being seen on the press, TV etc. 

Others argue that for them, the eye of the media is fairly irrelevant and possibly even 

harmful  in  obscuring  the  image  of  the  event  by  framing  it  narrowly  or  even 

negatively. 

In a way, the message is in the actual performance. Handing out flyers explaining a 

bit what we do to onlookers and present motorists is very enjoyable and feels useful. 

The rest (the media, leaders etc...)  are much less important. They are out of our  

control, have their own agenda, are separated, useless. I don't see why CM should 

become part of the leftist permanent haggle.

Leo, 27, Brighton, email
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It is only a protest/parade in the same way that hundreds of single-occupant cars  

leaving work en masse at rush hour due to poor alternative/sustainable transport is!

Guy, 31, Brighton, email

I must admit that I'd always viewed CM as a protest and was very pleased to hear 

someone else point out that they saw it as a celebration of cycling. This made me feel 

much better about the whole thing.

Sean, 43, Brighton, email

A smaller number of respondents explicitly state that they wish to see Critical Mass 

having an advocacy function and clearer messages, protest-like:

Yes, it can be political, but this is not easy; and in general this is not achieved at  

Critical  Mass,  though  some  people  try.  There  may  come  a  time  in  the  UK  

when it could be political on a big scale, when environmental issues go higher on the 

agenda or disasters start to affect us. To be effectively political it would need a clear 

message, present a clear image with slogans & banners etc.

Timothy, 27, London, email

Broader political ideas and objectives are associated with Critical Mass by many, at 

least implicit in its nature if not explicit in its statement. It is described as an attack on 

an industrial lifestyle, on hierarchical society, on capitalism, on surveillance, on war.

Then there was the anti-authoritarian thing - here was a way of "sticking it to the 

Man”. Samuel, 41, London, email

We also cycled into parliament square, an illegal thing to do nowadays, so it was a 

direct fuck you towards our terrorist government.

Ned, 22, Brighton, email
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Much  of  this  is  contested.  Some argue  that  while  the  promotion  of  cycling  and 

raising  awareness  of  related  issues  is  integral  to  Critical  Mass,  broader  political 

agendas are not and can be harmful:

I think it's important to raise cycling issues in the minds of Londoners, such as the 

lack of cycling lanes, and the lack of cycling provision in general, and this is a reason 

to participate. However, non-cycle related political issues should not be raised in the 

mass, and I have actually considered NOT going to CM, just because it got hijacked 

by some people with ulterior motives. Susanne, 28, London, email

I’m worried that  moving CM into  other  issues  than transport  will  make  it  feel  

exclusive. Cycling is for everyone, regardless of any political affiliations.

Julian, 31, London, email

A strong utopian theme emerges from many of the stories: Critical Mass is seen as a 

way of creating and asserting a desirable way of doing things, and creating a zone 

where direct democracy and ‘inferior’ transport temporarily reign over apathy and 

automobiles.  All  this  is  directed  both  at  the  outside  world  and  the  constituents 

themselves.  Just  doing it  is  reason  enough  to  do  it,  many  say.  Moreover,  it 

demonstrates that all this can be done, without leaders.

Anything that's not the normal… celebrating anything that's not what most people 

choose to do is political ... We're having fun and we're doing it, for no particular  

reason. So, it's a demonstration in the sense that it's demonstrating a way of life.

Tom, 22, Brighton, interview

As follows the original philosophy of Critical Mass, no person or group is an obvious 

leader and no one gets to decide the route in advance on behalf of everyone else. The 

mode  of  organisation  is  described  here  as  democratic, anti-hierarchical,  anarchic,  a 

mysterious process.  Most  people consider this as integral  to the spirit  of  the Mass, 

saying it is the only way Critical Mass can be considered to work and if it was more 
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rigidly organised,  it  would  lose much of  its  liberating,  egalitarian and rebellious 

aspects. Organisation is also considered part of the utopian aspect: things can in fact 

be done this way, and so why not do more things in life like this? On the downside, 

it  is  argued  that  freedom  sometimes  comes  at  the  expense  of  effectiveness  and 

orderliness.  Many recognise that perhaps one shouldn’t fetishise anarchy too much; 

a  certain level  of  organising and situational  leadership is  necessary to get  things 

started and keep things moving, but that at least the system allows for a change of 

leaders.  Some  argue  that  there  is  an  extent  of  ‘charismatic’  leadership  as  more 

assertive or experienced persons take more responsibility for the events. Much of the 

smoothness  is  said  to  rely  on  the  extent  to  which  people  understand  the 

organisational principle and actively take ownership of the events, without anyone 

dominating too much. Critical Mass is also a place of learning. Although one person 

explicitly  states  being  quite  frustrated  and  put  off  by  the  chaotic  mode  of 

organisation,  overall,  the  participants  consider  the  core  organisational  principles 

essential and desirable.

I think there needs to be a certain kind of organisation so people need to plan the dates  

and print  the  flyers,  otherwise  people don't  turn up.  But on the day,  it  is  very  

spontaneous and decisions are made on a very ad hoc basis. I know the police don't 

share that view, they do believe there's this gang of organisers who plan the route,  

which is quite laughable at times. Neil, 34, Brighton, interview

If it were over-organised and politicised it would lose a lot of its radicalness. Without 

its edge it would be less attractive to me. The expression and the vibe are essential, if 

it loses its cool it is nothing in today’s world. Timothy, 27, London

Attitudes towards police presence on the Mass divide people more clearly into quite 

different camps than the other questions. They are usually there with the Mass from 

the  beginning  to  the  end,  on  police  bicycles  and  (recently  also  in  Brighton) 

motorcycles. They make or attempt to make modifications and restrictions on the 

route, but also for their part help keep motorists at bay with help from the authority 
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of the uniform. Benign forms of co-Massing sometimes also turn to threats of, and 

issuing of fines and even arrest, for instance for charges of obstructing the traffic, not 

having the appropriate lights, cycling against the red light. Many fear that the police 

are  intent  at  stopping  the  Mass  from  happening,  or  even  committing  mass,  or 

suspected ‘leader’ arrests. All these things have happened before. It is pointed out 

that the police should make its objectives clear and not appear as something else 

from what they are; many state they mistrust their appearance of friendliness. Many 

argue that police presence makes the general atmosphere more tense and reduces a 

collective  sense  of  ownership  of  the  event.  So,  quite  different  schematic 

understandings  emerge  from  my  interviews  with  regards  to  the  function  of  the 

police:  on one hand, benign and welcomed, or neutral  community policing,  on the 

other,  less  welcomed  aggressive  surveillance  and (re)assertion  of  control. Negative 

attitudes towards the police are more common than positive ones in this sample. 

Police  are  so  tricksy.  Given  the  order  they'll  act  like  your  long  lost  brother,  

given then order they’ll  beat the crap out of you. I  have had both. I  don’t trust  

people who are so insincere. Ned, 22, Brighton, email

Fine  -  the  more  the  merrier,  and it’s  good  for  the  public  to  see  that  police  are  

supportive of us. Donna, 34, Brighton, email

By  blocking  the  traffic  at  junctions  they  lulled  us  into  not  taking  on  this  

responsibility  ourselves  as  we  had  done  successfully  on  previous  rides.  This  

reduced  our  sense  of  ownership.  We  need  to  stay  focused  on  the  ride  being  

"ours". Guy, 31, Brighton, email

You don't get police escorts every time a single cyclist is around or every time an old 

lady walks across the road. So, why do 50 cyclists need police escort to make sure  

they're safe? I think that, yeah, it's something about control, about making us feel  

that we aren't free, and that makes me feel not very nice.

Tom, 22, Brighton, interview
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Discussion

Clearly these people consider cycling, on balance, a positive experience; after all, they 

choose to do it and even see it as a cause for celebration! However, the problems 

involved cannot be neglected. Many describe a certain kind of fundamental everyday 

structural  conflict  between  motorised  and  non-motorised  transport  in  the  traffic 

jungle.  These  stories  of  fear  and antagonism make one wonder how many more 

potential cyclists are put off by the problems. Moreover, for an effective solution to 

the risk, it would be necessary that cycling itself should become more common and 

encouraged (Pucher,  2001).  It  should not  be regarded as  inferior  technology or a 

secondary choice, nor a mere form of leisure or sport (although these are important).

Many people  are  obviously  very  concerned by  the  implications  of  unsustainable 

technological ‘progress’: on the present trajectories, the culture of apparent ease of 

automation is about to seriously turn against its creator. With the more common car 

ownership in society and its more profound effects on infrastructure, environment, 

land  use  and  culture,  critical  appraisals  for  it  have  similarly  become  more 

comprehensible, seeking to reassesses lifestyle assumptions and imagine alternative 

mobilities (Cohen, 2006). Similarly in this sample, the glorification of motor-culture is 

seen by many environmentalists and the self-motored cruisers as a fallacy, a bubble 

about to burst. Inglehart (1990) has argued that postmaterialist values are a key to the 

emergence of new social movements, as many in the New Left and also across the 

political spectrum have come to question the need for more economic and material 

growth. The environmental movement has been aiming at reassessing the value of 

quality in physical and social environments.  Cycling in my sample is pictured in 

quality of life terms: many describe the positive feelings that come from being in touch 

with one’s immediate physical surroundings and in charge of one’s own movements. 

Often the same factors that take effort and can sometimes feel like a chore in cycling 

also  make  the  whole  thing  desirable  and  rewarding:  having  to  use  muscular 

strength, sweat and take in both the ups and downs of the weather and the hills (an 

arch enemy of the casual cyclist, I would argue!). A real sense of pride comes through 
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from these stories, from being fast, from exerting zero carbon emissions, for being 

free and alive.

Gamson (1992) has argued that a central motivation to join social movements is a 

certain  kind of  self-realisation of  the individual  and enlargement  of  the personal 

identity in a group. It is evident that Critical Mass is experienced as an empowering 

social  coalition,  a  sense  of  belonging  and  source  of  self-fulfilment.  It  enforces  a 

positive cyclist identity and reminds one that one is not alone, battling against the 

dinosaurs.  As  a  public  spectacle,  despite  not being  strictly  defined  as  a(n 

instrumental) political protest or demonstration, I would conclude that Critical Mass 

has political  dimensions for  many people;  in  fact  surprisingly many respondents 

expressed views to that extent in my sample. My argument is that as an action, it 

resembles closely certain developments in general protest activity that Tarrow has 

labelled creative disruption. Unconventional, often carnivalesque and improvised non-

violent  direct  action  ‘breaks  with  routine,  startles  bystanders  and  leaves  elites 

unoriented, at least for a time’ (1994:104). I would also emphasise that  prefigurative  

politics – doing things the way you would like things to be done – and utopian aspects 

lie at the heart of Critical Mass: it seems to momentarily, partially manage to realise a 

certain  dream  by  invading  the  road  and  creating  a  kind  of  self-governed  and 

liberated temporary autonomous zone (Bey, 1990). Many emotive accounts of this kind 

of liberation and communality abound in my data.

The active  process  is  always  temporary  and fleeting  in  its  nature,  constantly  re- 

negotiated and recreated. Yet some core structures remain more stable throughout 

the process, and a minimal amount of principles are universally or near universally 

accepted  as  fair  and  useful.  I  would  argue  that  the  flexibility,  democracy  and 

minimalism  of  the  core  organisational  design  and  the  open-endedness  of  the 

meaning  of  the  event  allow for  an  inclusive,  attractive  and  organically  evolving 

movement.  These  features  are  important  keys  to  understanding  the  broad-based 

support group and relative success of the movement. Many people with different 

ideals and objectives can feel comfortable in it if they feel it is not dominated by any 
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particular group or point of view, and they can still project political ideas on to it, 

without necessarily forcing them upon everyone else. Although Critical Mass does 

not exclusively arise out of conflict and unfairness, some core problems and desired 

solutions are fairly universally accepted in the Mass. However, the event cannot be 

everything for everyone at same time: several actors with different social objectives 

also project their own wishes on the movement and wish to modify it to different 

directions. For instance, some would like it to be more explicit about statements and 

demands. Disagreements and negotiating processes keep the movement active and 

alive for their part, but this can also sometimes cause strain and less than universal 

acceptance of the outcomes. 

While the open-endedness is a source of strength and vitality for Critical Mass and 

appears  to  inspire  people  to  generate quite  high-level  political  and philosophical 

meanings that they project to the event, it can also make the whole concept quite 

difficult to grasp and get through to the public in a nutshell. I have certainly noticed 

this when trying to explain Critical Mass to numerous new people! It is no wonder 

that  media reports often resort to simplifications such as ‘environmental  protest’, 

‘group of  anarchists  intent  to  stop  the  traffic’  and  the  like.  Any  one  account  of 

Critical Mass is always a partial truth, a compromise or minimalist agreement at best, 

and sometimes one person’s highest truth of it is to the next one, a lie. Many fear that 

Critical Mass is generally misunderstood and misinterpreted, not least by the police 

who would  seem to  prefer  to  frame it  in  the  more  familiar  category  of  ‘protest 

march’. Tarrow (1994) has described this difficulty of new movements: doing things 

in familiar ways would be more immediately understood by the public and could 

potentially mobilise larger bases of people. On the other hand, if creative disruption 

is to keep up its originality, freshness and vitality and do things differently, it might 

have to risk remaining too complex and for many to grasp (in a ‘nutshell’, at least), 

and possibly remain relatively marginal, unstable and minimal influence. 

Another  motivation  could  be  interpreted  for  the  willingness  of  the  police,  as 

representatives  of  the  state,  to  frame  this  as  more  traditional  protest  behaviour. 
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Compromising, taming processes of institutionalisation and co-option have happened 

to other direct action movements (Tarrow 1994, Meyer & Tarrow, 1997), whereby the 

authorities incorporate moderate elements of demand-making organisations into the 

official  political  system  and  morally  divide  up  the  original  movement  into 

‘moderates’ and ‘militants’. Moderate behaviour is rewarded, normalised and made 

harmless, while more confrontational actions are labelled as deviant and dangerous. 

I would argue that the police on Critical Mass have a roughly similar function: if the 

annoyance of a crowd of cyclists once a month cannot be eliminated, maybe it could 

at least be tamed, framed as a ‘demonstration’ that needs police ‘protection’. Once 

this  social  acceptance  is  granted,  the  general  action  is  contained  in  predictable 

frames, and deviators from the new norms are punished. My respondents describe 

police tactics that have evolved to this kind of direction, from being initially more 

confrontational and suppressive. If Critical Mass were to register its route with the 

police in advance (which it will not do), it could be easily controlled and deemed 

harmless,  another  predictable  public  spectacle.  Also,  if  its  function  would  be 

primarily to make explicit  clearly defined pleads for reform for  the legislators,  it 

could perhaps be more easily understood by the public and authorities, maybe even 

listened to, but crucial aspects of its more complex, less easily contained appeal could 

be lost. As it is, its essence is at least as much in doing as in saying or asking. And my 

argument is that its appeal and revolutionary potential exists in the very complexity, 

diversity and untameable nature that should not be lost.
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